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In My Mind
 
In my mind I envision you
Being sent here just for me
With a heart of gold tender and true
An angel in disguise
Invisible to everyone but me.
 
In my mind I can see your heart
And I can feel its every beat
I see the flame ignited from the sparks
A volcano ready to erupt
Just from our body heat.
 
In my mind you see what I see
You can see all my pain
You feel what runs through me
Emotions I try to hide
Pour out like rivers of rain.
 
In my mind all is what it seems
I have honesty and fidelity
It's not just a dream
There would be no nightmares
And the two of us would be a team.
 
Your smile would be my smile
And your laugh we would share as well
In my mind it's been a while
Since we've shared happiness
In the home where we dwell.
 
In my mind life is beautiful
I have you and you have me
Our love would be plentiful
There would be no room for others
And we'd live happily ever after for all eternity.
 
But ever after is make believe
And I'm crazy for living in my mind
Loving you gave me a reason to breathe
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And I may have found hope instead of fate
But I'll always believe we were meant to be.
 
(3-24-06)
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My Dad
 
Silent tears fall
For the silence that hangs
Heartache builds a wall
Where grief has left its stain.
 
Too many, too soon
Are leaving this place
Drugs and death hit them like monsoons
Leaving only memories to trace.
 
I knew some for a lifetime
And others for only a season
They fall like soldiers in a line
All for addictive reasons.
 
One by one, sometimes more
They beg and borrow
With bended knees on floors
But it’s the heartache and sorrow
That my heart can’t endure.
 
I watched a loved one go, my dad
I guess I’ll never understand
Why he left me here so sad
Pride and ego or just a man
I’m lost without the father I once had.
 
He was my best friend for thirty plus years
But I forgot to let him know
Nine months later and an ocean of tears
I refuse to let him or memories of him go.
 
My heart aches with pain
For the love I’ve lost
The sun may shine but it still rains
With hurt for what his addiction cost.
 
If I could turn back the hands on deaths clock
He would still be here with me now
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I’d give anything for one last hug or one last talk
To say all the things that was left unsaid
But I sit in silence with regret and sulk.
 
He may have left me all by myself
But at least he is no longer in pain
His presence is constantly felt
In my heart where it will remain.
 
A fallen soldier, my father has moved on
His memory I could never forget
And we’ll meet again, it won’t be long
That’s a promise you can expect.
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